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GUBI presents the Wonder Sofa 
by Space Copenhagen

The Wonder Sofa is a contemporary reinterpretation of 1970s lounge furniture by Space 
Copenhagen for GUBI. Its designers have updated the informal, generous and playful nature 
of the original modular sofa with an elegant and simple frame. The Wonder Sofa brings the 
relaxed and approachable feel of home to a hotel or lobby, or a touch of sophistication to a 
private residence. 

As interior spaces become more dynamic, the highly functional and versatile Wonder Sofa 
concept responds to the increasing popularity of modular furniture. Endless combinations 
of its three modules enable it to adapt to users’ changing needs. Its carefully considered 
design offers the flexibility to create 360° approachable landscapes. As a freestanding piece, 
in groups, back-to-back, side-to-back or in rows, the Wonder Sofa’s distinctive design 
enchants from every angle.

The Wonder Sofa’s plump cushions are softly folded over the clean, square lines of the 
backrest and attached with the ingenious feature of hidden magnets. This softens the 
relationship between front and back and creates a sense of relaxed sophistication and 
comfort in which playful exuberance meets measured simplicity. 

The uniquely constructed cushions serve an ergonomic purpose while maintaining the 
silhouette’s clarity of form in a way that traditional loose cushions rarely achieve, making 
the sofa ideal for living spaces in both public settings as well as private homes. 

Its expression can be further personalized with a wide selection of leather, velvet and 
linen upholstery and detailing options, which can be dialed up or down depending on 
whether it will play a starring role as a centerpiece or a quieter and understated part in 
the interior scheme. 

The kinship between Space Copenhagen and GUBI is defined by a shared design philosophy 
that combines a signature of elegant simplicity with a cosmopolitan international outlook. 
Prioritizing functionality and personality in design while focusing on a few effective details 
has resulted in a self-assured design universe that emphasizes a sense of spaciousness and 
identity paired with a nuanced understanding of materials and craftsmanship. 





Wonder Sofa

The Wonder Sofa is a contemporary reinterpretation of 1970s lounge furniture by Space 
Copenhagen for GUBI. Its designers have updated the informal, generous and playful nature 
of the original modular sofa with an elegant and simple frame. The Wonder Sofa brings the 
relaxed and approachable feel of home to a hotel or lobby, or a touch of sophistication to a 
private residence. 

Endless combinations of the Wonder Sofa’s three modules enable it to adapt to users’ 
changing needs. Its carefully considered design offers the flexibility to create 360° 
approachable landscapes. As a freestanding piece, in groups, back-to-back, side-to-back or 
in rows, the Wonder Sofa’s distinctive design enchants from every angle.

The Wonder Sofa’s plump cushions are softly folded over the clean, square lines of the 
backrest and attached with the ingenious feature of hidden magnets. This softens the 
relationship between front and back and creates a sense of relaxed sophistication and 
comfort in which playful exuberance meets measured simplicity.

Colours: Available in a wide variety of upholstery.
Dimensions (LxDxH): Corner module - 95x95x76cm, Midsection module - 90x95x76cm, 
Pouffe - 90x90x76cm, Chaise Longue - 185x90x76cm, 2-seater - 190x95x76cm, 3-seater 
without armrest - 270x95x76cm, 3-seater with armrest - 280x95x76cm, 3-seater with 
chaise longue - 280x185x76cm, 2x3-seater - 280x280x76cm.
Images & prices: Available at gubi.filecamp.com

https://gubi.filecamp.com/files/5otd-as98499o/5otd-as98499o


Space Copenhagen

Space Copenhagen was established in 2005 by the Danish designers Signe Bindslev 
Henriksen and Peter Bundgaard Rützou, both graduates of the Royal Danish Academy of 
Fine Arts, School of Architecture. The design partnership is known for their way of defying 
habits and employing a sincere personal vision to their design.
 
Space Copenhagen has undertaken a wide range of projects, including everything from 
interior design to furniture and applied art as well as artistic installations and art direction. 
These diverse areas are especially reflective of their ability to transcend many roles and 
apply their emotional method of working to a number of projects or products.
 
The duo has an impressive record of interior design projects for some of the most prestigious 
restaurants like NOMA and Geranium in Copenhagen as well as designing objects for 
Georg Jensen and Fredericia Furniture, among others.
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